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COURSES conducted by CIVIL’S IAS 
 

1. GS FOUNDATION [PRELIMS cum MAINS]  
a. LECTURE - 15 hours / week: 10 hours (Static Subjects) + 5 hours (Current Affairs) 
b. All NCERTs / Reference Books / Materials will be provided from academy free of cost. 
c. Weekly MCQs and ANSWER WRITING Tests 
d. 24 x 7 AC Library facilities 
e. Weekly Performance Report of students. 
f. Revision Lecture before Prelims and Mains exam 
g. Personal mentorship to students 

 

2. CURRENT AFFAIRS Module [PRELIMS cum MAINS] 
a. Current Affairs lecture - 5 hours / week 
b. Weekly Current Affairs compilations and Monthly Yojana Magazine will be provided from 

academy free of cost. 
c. MCQs and ANSWER WRITING Tests based on Current Affairs 
d. 24 x 7 AC Library facilities 
e. Revision Lecture before Prelims and Mains exam 

 

3. DAILY MAINS ANSWER WRITING (Online / Offline) 
a. Total 16 Questions and 1 Essay per Week 
b. Model Answers / Essay will be provided to students  
c. Evaluation by Faculty only 
d. One to one interaction with students 

 

4. NCERT based TEST SERIES (Online / Offline) 
a. MCQs and Answer Writing tests based on NCERT 6 - 12th Standards 

 

5. PRELIMS 2020 TEST SERIES (Online / Offline) 
a. Total 21 Tests (13 SUBJECTWISE + 5 GS FULL LENGTH + 4 CSAT) 

 

6. MAINS 2020 TEST SERIES (Online / Offline) 
 

7. MOCK INTERVIEW 
a. Interview and one to one Feedback session with experienced panels. 
b. Recorded CDs of the same will be provided to students 

  

8. GS MAINS - MARKS ENHANCEMENT SERIES [MES] 
a. Coverage of General Studies 1,2,3,4 and ESSAY topics to boost students marks in Mains 

examination. 
 

9. OPTIONAL 
a. Geography 
b. Gujarati Literature 
c. Anthropology 
d. Political Science 
e. Sociology 
f. Philosophy 
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Topic 1 LOCUST ATTACK  

 

 

1. A huge swarm of locusts invaded Gujarat Banaskantha district 2 
weeks ago feeding on crops such as mustard, castor and wheat. 

2. farmers whose crops were destroyed will be compensated under 
State Disaster Response Fund provisions, under which ₹6,800 are 
paid per hectare ,if 33% of crop or more is damaged. 

3. Locusts are a collection of certain species of short-horned 
grasshoppers in family Acrididae that have a swarming phase.  

4. These insects are usually solitary, but under certain circumstances 
they become more abundant and change their behavior and habits, 
becoming gregarious.  

5. No taxonomic distinction is made between locust and grasshopper 
species; basis for definition is whether a species forms swarms 
under intermittently suitable conditions.  

6. The grasshoppers are innocuous, their numbers are low, and they do 
not pose a major economic threat to agriculture.  

7. However, under suitable conditions of drought followed by rapid 
vegetation growth, serotonin in their brains triggers a dramatic set of 
changes: they start to breed abundantly, becoming gregarious and 
nomadic (loosely described as migratory) when their populations 
become dense enough. They form bands of wingless nymphs which 
later become swarms of winged adults. Both bands and swarms 
move around and rapidly strip fields and cause damage to crops. 
The adults are powerful fliers; they can travel great distances, 
consuming most of green vegetation wherever swarm settles. 

 

PRELIMS TOPICS 
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Topic 2 SDG INDEX 
1. Kerala tops States in progress towards UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), while Bihar is at bottom of 

NITI Aayog’s SDG Index. 

2. Himachal Pradesh and Sikkim have joined 4 southern States among front-runners, which scored over 65 points 
out of a possible 100. 

3. ENDING HUNGER and achieving GENDER EQUALITY are the areas where most States fall far short, with all-India 
scores at a dismal 35 and 42 points respectively.  

a. 2nd SDG - zero hunger shows sharp divergence in performance of States, with little middle ground.  
i. Kerala, Goa and parts of the north-east, including Mizoram, Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh 

and Sikkim, have scored above 65, with Goa at 75 points. 
ii. However, 22 of the States and Union Territories have scored below 50, with central Indian 

States of Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar and Chhattisgarh scoring below 30, showing 
high levels of hunger and malnutrition. 

b. 5th SDG - gender equality almost all States fare poorly.  
i. Only Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh and Kerala have managed to cross 50 points.  

ii. The indicators considered include crimes against women, eradicating sex selection and 
discrimination against daughters, and access to reproductive health schemes, as well as 
indicators showing women’s economic and political empowerment and leadership. 

iii. sex ratio of 896 females per 1000 males, a 17.5% female labour participation rate, and fact 
that 1 in 3 women experience spousal violence all contribute to a low score countrywide. 

4. On the other hand, NITI Aayog has given India an overall score of 60 points, driven mostly by progress in  
a. CLEAN ENERGY and SANITATION (88);  

i. Swachh Bharat Mission has contributed largely to high scores on 6th SDG - clean water and 

sanitation - although that was helped by fact that 4 out of 7 indicators dealt with toilets and 

sanitation, while only one indicator was related to safe and affordable drinking water. 

ii. All States and Union Territories except for Delhi have scored above 65, with national capital 

scoring poorly on percentage of urban households with individual household toilets (less 

than 1%) and oddly, providing no data on districts verified to be open defecation free. 

b. PEACE, JUSTICE and STRONG INSTITUTIONS (72);  
c. AFFORDABLE and CLEAN ENERGY (70). 

5. SDGs are a set of 17 broad-based global goals adopted by United Nations General Assembly in 2015 and 
intended to be achieved by 2030.  

6. With one-sixth of the world’s population, India is key to the achievement of the goals. 

7. The UN has developed 232 indicators to measure compliance by member nations.  

8. NITI Aayog has adapted monitoring approach to Indian context, with 100 indicators of its own for Index. 
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Topic 3 INDIA STATE OF FOREST REPORT 
1. The forest cover in country increased by 3,976 sq km but with sharpest declines in north eastern States of 

Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur and Mizoram, according to 2019 edition of India State of Forest Report (ISFR).  

2. At 7,12,249 sq km, forest cover constituted 21.67% of nation’s geographical area or 0.12% more than last year. 

3. The top three States showing an increase in forest cover are Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala. 

4. What is ISFR?  
a. a biennial exercise,  
b. assesses the forest and tree cover, bamboo resources, carbon stock and forest fires.  

i. Tree cover, defined as patches of trees less than 1 hectare and occurring outside the recorded 
forest area, grew by 1,212 sqkm.  

ii. Tree and forest cover together made up 25.56% of India’s area. In last assessment it was 24.39%.  

5. the declines in the Northeast weren’t “yet a matter of concern. 
a. The States had a much higher proportion of forest than most States — Mizoram (85.4%), Arunachal 

Pradesh (79.63%) and Nagaland (75%) — and the declines in forest were still small.  
b. The Centre had policies in place to address this over the long term. 
c. decline in tree cover inside forests as due to tribal populations getting “land titles” (patta) and rise in 

trees outside the forest area as due to an increase in tree plantation and afforestation activities. 

6. The report, however, shows that the quality of this forest — in terms of the canopy density of the trees 
comprising forest patches — is wavering.  

a. While 1,755 sq km of ‘moderately dense forest’ (MDF) became ‘Very dense forest (VDF), 2,782 sq km of 
MDF regressed into lower quality ‘open forest (OF),’ Scrub forest’ or ‘Non forest.’ 

7. The forest cover within the Recorded Forest Area, or that which has been officially classified by States or the 
Centre as ‘forest,’ showed a 330 sq km decrease, but ‘forest’ outside such recorded area increased by 4,306 sq 
km. Tree outside forest was found to comprise nearly 29.38 million hectares, which was 36.4% of the total tree 
and forest cover in the country. Maharashtra had the largest extent of such tree outside forest. 

8. The nation’s tree and forest cover has largely hovered from 21-25% and is short of the National Forest Policy, 
1988, which envisages 33% to be under such cover. 

9. Only 40% of these indicators were used for last year’s baseline index and hence, two indices are not directly 
comparable. However, it is still interesting to note that Kerala has retained its top slot, while Uttar Pradesh, 
Odisha and Sikkim have shown the most improvement. 
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Topic 4 CANCER 
1. A study states that most of increase in cancer incidences in India are attributable to its  

a. epidemiological transition and  
b. improvement in the use of cancer diagnostics. 
c. ongoing ageing of India and improving access to cancer diagnostics in rural India 

2. Cancer is primarily disease of older people as life expectancy went up, cancer incidences too went up 
3. Maximum increases will occur in most populous and least developed States, where facilities for cancer 

diagnostics and treatment are inadequate. 
4. In India fastest epidemiological transition happened in Kerala, whereas UP remained in slowest group 
5. A direct comparison of demographic and social variables, available health care facilities and leading 

causes of mortality in these 2 States shows how low incidences of infectious diseases in Kerala has 
given rise to more cancer compared to UP, which is still battling high mortality from communicable 
diseases. 

6. The types of cancers in India are also undergoing a transition, like a report from Japan 5 decades ago.  
a. There has been decline of cancers caused by infections such as cervical, stomach and penile 

cancer 
b. increase in cancers associated with energy intake, physical activity imbalance and ageing such 

as breast, colorectal and prostate cancers. 
7. Cancer transitions can influence requirements for site-specialized cancer surgeons. For example, Kerala 

will need more breast oncologists and U.P. will need more gynecological oncologists. 
8. The association of TOBACCO CHEWING with cancer were published over a century ago. But habit is 

now estimated to cause a fifth of all cancers in India. 
9. Out-of-pocket expenditure is 3 times higher for private inpatient cancer care in India. Approximately 

40% of cancer costs are met through borrowing and contributions from friends and relatives. 
10. What is Cancer? 

a. Cancer is a group of diseases involving abnormal cell growth with the potential to invade or 
spread to other parts of the body. 

b. These contrast with benign tumors, which do not spread.  
c. Possible signs and symptoms include a lump, abnormal bleeding, prolonged cough, 

unexplained weight loss, and a change in bowel movements. 
d. Over 100 types of cancers affect humans. 
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Topic 5 PREAMBLE 

 
1. RESOLUTION and DISCUSSION 

a. Constituent Assembly President Rajendra Prasad told members: “The time has now arrived when you should give your 
solemn votes on this Resolution. Remembering solemnity of occasion and the greatness of the pledge and the promise 
which this Resolution contains, I hope every Member will stand up in his place when giving his vote in favour of it.” 

b. The Resolution was adopted, all members standing. 
c. On October 17, 1949, the Constituent Assembly took up the Preamble for discussion. 

i. Hasrat Mohani proposed that India, instead of being designated as “a Sovereign Democratic Republic”, be made “a 
Union of Indian Socialistic Republics to be called UISR, on the lines of USSR”. This was objected to by Deshbandhu 
Gupta, who contended that “it is out of order because it goes counter to the Constitution we have passed”. Mohani 
replied that he had not said “we should go and merge in the USSR or that you should adopt the same Constitution; 
but what I want to say is that we should work out our Constitution along the lines and on the pattern of Soviet 
Russia. It is a special pattern and also republican pattern and also it is of a centrifugal pattern”. 
 

2. TO INVOKE GOD or NOT TO 
a. After Prasad informed the Assembly that members had given notices for moving a number of amendments, H V 

Kamath moved a motion proposing the Preamble begin with: “In the name of God, We, the people of India…” 
b. “Let us consecrate this Constitution by a solemn dedication to God in the spirit of the Gita: Yatkaroshi yadashnasi 

Yajjuhoshi dadasi yat Yattapasyasi kaunteya Tatkurushwa madarpanam.” 
c. He said: “Whatever our shortcomings, whatever the defects and errors of this Constitution, let us pray that God will 

give us strength, courage and wisdom to transmute our baser metal into gold, through hard work, suffering and 
sacrifice for India and for her people. This has been the voice of our ancient civilisation, has been the voice through all 
these centuries, a voice distinctive, vital and creative, and if we, the people of India, heed that voice, all will be well 
with us.” 

d. Thirumala Rao argued that “it should not be subjected to vote of a House of 300 people whether India wants God or 
not. We have accepted that God should be there in Oath, but for those who do not believe in God, there is an 
alternative there, but there is no possibility of a compromise which can provide for both things in Preamble”. He 
suggested Kamath withdraw his amendment. 

e. Hriday Nath Kunzru regretted that “our most sacred feelings should have been brought into the arena of discussion”. 
He felt Kamath’s proposal was “inconsistent with Preamble which promises liberty to thought, expression, belief, faith 
and worship to everyone”. Rohini Kumar Chaudhuri endorsed Kunzru. He cited Vande Mataram and said: “It means an 
invocation to a Goddess… We who belong to Sakthi cult, protest against invoking name of God alone, completely 
ignoring the Goddess… If we bring in name of God at all, we should bring in name of the Goddess also”. 

f. Rejecting pleas by both Prasad and B R Ambedkar to drop his amendment, Kamath pressed his motion along with a 
demand for a division. A vote was taken and the motion was rejected 41-68. Kamath’s reaction was: “This, Sir, is a 
black day in our annals. God save India.” 

• Nationwide protests against Citizenship Amendment 
Act, many have held up Constitution of India, saying Act 
goes against it. Many of programmes have been marked 
by a reading of Preamble, which is reflective of essence 
of Constitution of India. 
 

• The original Preamble, adopted by Constituent 
Assembly in 1949, declared India a “Sovereign 
Democratic Republic”. By 42nd Amendment of 1976, 
enacted during Emergency,words “Socialist” and 
“Secular” were inserted; Preamble now reads 
“Sovereign Socialist Secular Democratic Republic”. 

 
• The Preamble is based on Objective Resolution moved 

by Jawaharlal Nehru in Constituent Assembly on 
December 13, 1946.  

 

• The Resolution was adopted on January 22, 1947. 
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3. GANDHI and THE PREAMBLE 
a. Shibban Lal Saksena moved a motion proposing that the Preamble read: “In the name of God the Almighty, under 

whose inspiration and guidance, the Father of our Nation, Mahatma Gandhi, led the Nation from slavery into 
Freedom, by unique adherence to the eternal principles of Satya and Ahimsa, and who sustained the millions of our 
countrymen and the martyrs of the Nation in their heroic and unremitting struggle to regain the Complete 
Independence of our Motherland..” 

b. Brajeshwar Prasad opposed this, arguing: “I do not want that name of Mahatma Gandhi should be incorporated in this 
Constitution, because it is not a Gandhian Constitution. The foundation stones of this Constitution are decisions of 
American Supreme Court. It is Government of India Act, 1935, repeated again. If we had a Gandhian Constitution, I 
would have been first to offer my support. I do not want that name of Mahatma Gandhi should be dragged in rotten 
Constitution.” 

c. Observing that “it is not behoving us to vote on this amendment”, J B Kripalani made a request to Saksena to withdraw 
it. He said: “I yield to nobody in my love and respect for Gandhiji. I think it will be consistent with that respect if we do 
not bring him into this Constitution that may be changed and reshaped at any time.” Saksena withdrew the 
amendment. 

d. Govind Malaviya had given a notice for moving an amendment, which ran: “By the grace of Parameshwar, Supreme 
Being, Lord of Universe (called by different names by different peoples of world). From whom emanates all that is 
good and wise, and who is Prime Source of all Authority, We the people of Bharata (India), Humbly acknowledging our 
devotion to Him, And gratefully remembering our great leader Mahatma Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi and the 
innumerable sons and daughters of this land who have laboured, struggled and suffered for our freedom…” 

e. Ambedkar and P S Deshmukh noted the Assembly had already decided on the names of God and Mahatma Gandhi. 
This was accepted by Rajendra Prasad and also Govind Malaviya. 
 

4. ‘SECULAR’ & ‘SOVEREIGN’ 
a. Brajeshwar Prasad felt the word ‘Secular’ should “be incorporated in our Preamble because it will tone up the morale 

of the minorities…” He also wanted the word ‘Socialist’ included in the Preamble because “I believe that the future of 
India is in Socialism”. He was against “any undue emphasis upon this word sovereignty” because he felt that 
“sovereignty leads to war; sovereignty leads to imperialism”. His amendment was negatived. 

b. Purnima Banerji proposed an amendment with “the sovereignty of people” mentioned. Mahavir Tyagi supported her. 
“The sovereignty must be vested in so many words in people as a whole,” he argued. 

c. “Sir, you like a good host, have reserved the choicest wine for the last,” said J D Kripalani. “This Preamble should have 
come in the beginning of the Constitution even as it is given in the beginning of the Constitution… It would have 
cautioned us that we were not deviating from the basic principles which we have laid down in the Preamble…” 

d. Kripalani added: “As we have put democracy at the basis of your Constitution, I wish Sir, that the whole country should 
understand the moral, the spiritual and the mystic implication of the word ‘democracy’. If we have not done that, we 
shall fail as they have failed in other countries. Democracy will be made into autocracy and it will be made into 
imperialism, and it will be made into fascism… I also say democracy is inconsistent with caste system… Then we have 
said that we will have liberty of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship… All these freedoms can only be 
guaranteed on the basis of non-violence… Mere tolerance will not carry us far… We have to respect each other’s 
faith.” 

e. He suggested that the Assembly adopt the amendment proposed by Banerji. He said: “A Minister says ‘Our 
Government’ not ‘The People’s Government’. The Prime Minister says ‘My Government’ not ‘The People’s 
Government’. Therefore, on this solemn occasion, it is necessary to lay down clearly and distinctly, that sovereignty 
resides in and flows from the people.” The members responded with loud applause. 
 

5. ‘FROM THE PEOPLE’ 
a. Ambedkar, who replied to the discussion, said the point was whether the Preamble as drafted conveyed any other 

meaning than what was the general intention of the House — “that this Constitution should emanate from the people 
and should recognise that the sovereignty to make this Constitution vests in the people”. “My contention is that what 
is suggested in this amendment is already contained in the draft Preamble.” 

b. Ambedkar said: “No person in this House desires that there should be anything in this Constitution which has the 
remotest semblance of its having been derived from the sovereignty of the British Parliament… In fact, we wish to 
delete every vestige of the sovereignty of the British Parliament such as it existed before the operation of this 
Constitution.” He declared: “I say that this Preamble embodies what is the desire of every Member of the House that 
this Constitution should have its root, its authority, its sovereignty, from the people. That it has.” 

c. Ambedkar rejected Banerji’s amendment. It was also negative. 
 

Thereafter, the Preamble was adopted. 
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Topic 6 ATAL BHUJAL YOJANA 

1. Prime Minister launched Atal Bhujal Yojana, or Atal Jal, a day after the Cabinet approved it.  
a. Atal Jal is World Bank-funded central scheme aimed at improving groundwater management.  
b. It was approved by World Bank Board in June 2018. 

2. The idea first came up in 2015, in view of depleting groundwater resources. The government 
announced its intention to start a programme for management of groundwater resources in Budget of 
2016-17, with an estimated cost of about Rs 6,000 crore. 

3. How scarce is water in India? 
a. India accounts for 16 % of world’s population living in less than 2.5 per cent of global area and has 

just 4 % of global water resources.  
b. According to Central Water Commission (CWC), estimated water resources potential of country, 

which occurs as natural runoff in rivers is 1,999 billion cubic metres.  
c. Of this, estimated utilisable resources are 1,122 billion cubic metres per year — 690 BCM per year 

surface water and 432 BCM per year replenishable groundwater.  
d. With the population rising demand for water will increase manifold in coming years.  
e. According to CWC per capita availability in country will decrease from 1,434 cubic metres in 2025 to 

1,219 cubic metres in 2050. 
f. By CWC benchmarks WATER-STRESSED CONDITION happens when per capita availability is less 

than 1,700 cubic metres and  WATER-SCARCITY CONDITION when per capita availability falls below 
1,000 cubic metres.  

g. Some river basins are facing a water-scarcity condition.  
i. Among these are basins of Indus (up to border), Krishna, Cauvery, Subarnarekha, Pennar, Mahi, 

Sabarmati and east-flowing rivers and west-flowing rivers of Kutch and Saurashtra including Luni.  
ii. Water scarcity is most acute in basins of Cauvery, Pennar, Sabarmati and east-flowing rivers, and 

west-flowing rivers of Kutch and Saurashtra including Luni. 
4. What is the groundwater situation in particular? 

a. According to ‘Water and Related Statistics 2019’, a report published by CWC, annual replenishable 
groundwater resources in India (2017) are 432 BCM, out of which 393 BCM is  annual “extractable” 
groundwater availability.  

b. 15 states account for about 90 % of groundwater potential in country.  
i. Uttar Pradesh accounts for 16.2 % followed by Madhya Pradesh (8.4%), Maharashtra (7.3%), 

Bihar (7.3%), West Bengal (6.8%), Assam (6.6%), Punjab (5.5%) and Gujarat (5.2%).  
c. current annual groundwater extraction is 249 BCM, largest user being irrigation sector.  
d. This is why government has called for alternatives to water-intensive crops such as paddy and 

sugarcane. 
e. Compared to decadal average for 2009-18, there has been a decline in groundwater level in 61% of 

wells monitored by Central Ground Water Board (CGWB) 
i. Among states where at least 100 wells were monitored,highest depletion has been in Karnataka 

(80%), Maharashtra (75%), UP (73%), Andhra Pradesh (73%), Punjab (69%). 
5. What is the role of the CGWB? 

a. Board monitors water levels and quality through a network of 23,196 “National Hydrograph 
Monitoring Stations” — 6,503 dug wells and 16,693 piezometers —in January, March-May, August 
and November every year.  

b. PIEZOMETER is a device placed in a borehole to monitor pressure or depth of groundwater. 
c. CGWB has classified country’s assessment units (blocks, taluks, mandals etc) into safe, semi-critical 

and over-exploited in terms of groundwater resources.  
i. number of over-exploited units has increased to 1,186 in 2017 from 839 in 2004.  

ii. In north more than 60% of assessment units in Delhi, Punjab, Haryana and Rajasthan are either 
over-exploited or critical.  
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iii. 14% of country’s assessment units are semi-critical, 5% are critical, and 17% are over-exploited, 
as of 2017. 

6. How much of this does the new scheme seek to address? 
a. For now Atal Bhujal Yojana will be implemented in 7 states – Gujarat, Haryana, Karnataka, Madhya 

Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan and UP over 5 years from 2020-21 to 2024-25.  
b. It is expected that it will benefit about 8,350 gram panchayats in 78 districts.  
c. if scheme meets its objectives in water-stressed areas, it will be extended to other parts. 

  
 

  

How will these objectives be met? 
a. arresting rate of decline of groundwater levels as well as water 

consumption.  
b. to strengthen institutional framework and bring about behavioural 

changes at community level for sustainable groundwater resource 
management.  

c. envisages community-led Water Security Plans. 
d. Concepts such as ‘WATER USER ASSOCIATIONS’ and WATER 

BUDGETING will be introduced.  
e. Better performing districts and panchayats will get more funds. 

Where will this money come from? 
a. Of Rs 6,000 crore, Rs 3,000 crore will be contributed by World Bank 

as loan while other half will be provided by central government in 
form of central assistance.  

b. All of it World Bank component and central assistance will be given 
to states as GRANTS. 
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Topic 7 RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES 
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Topic 8 GOOD GOVERNANCE INDEX 
1. Good Governance Index (GGI) was launched on December 25, the birth anniversary of former Prime 

Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee, was declared Good Governance Day by Prime Minister in 2014. 
2. GGI had been “scientifically designed” to reflect various parameters of governance. 
3. According to a Good Governance Index Report submitted to Department of Administrative Reforms 

and Public Grievances in Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions,  
“Good governance can be referred as an effective and efficient process of decision making and the 
process by which decisions are implemented (or not implemented) keeping the amelioration of 
citizens as the topmost priority. Resource allocation, creation of formal establishments, setting up 
rules and regulations etc., are part of achieving this goal.” 

4. Good Governance Index (GGI) 
a. Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions 
b. GGI is a uniform tool that will help in assessing  

i. status of governance and  
ii. impact of interventions undertaken by governments across all states and UTs. 

“The objectives of GGI are to provide quantifiable data to compare the state of governance in all 
states and UTs, enable states and UTs to formulate and implement suitable strategies for improving 
governance and shift to result oriented approaches and administration,” 

5. Measuring performance of states 
a. GGI will consider 10 sectors:  

i. agriculture and allied sectors,  
ii. commerce and industries,  

iii. human resource development,  
iv. public health,  
v. public infrastructure and utilities,  

vi. economic governance,  
vii. social welfare and development,  

viii. judicial & public security,  
ix. environment, and  
x. citizen-centric governance. 

b. These sectors will be assessed on the basis of over 50 indicators, which have been assigned 
different weights. Scores will be summed up to reach composite scores. 

c. For instance, under the agriculture and allied sector, there are six indicators — growth of sector 
has a weight of 0.4; growth rate of foodgrains production has a weight of 0.1; growth rate of 
horticulture produce and growth rate of milk production too, have weights of 0.1. 

d. Performance under the sector of judicial and public security will be judged by indicators including 
conviction rate, availability of police personnel, and the proportion of women police personnel. 

e. States and Union Territories are ranked separately.  
f. The states and UTs have been grouped into three categories:  

i. big states,  
ii. Northeast and hill categories, and  

iii. UTs. 
6. On the index, Tamil Nadu has got the highest score (5.62), followed by Maharashtra, Karnataka, and 

Chhattisgarh (5.4, 5.1, and 5.05) respectively. 
7. Among the Northeastern and hill states, Himachal Pradesh is at the top with a score of 5.22, followed 

by Uttarakhand, Tripura, and Mizoram at 4.87, 4.5, and 4.41 respectively. 
8. In the list of environment rankings, West Bengal is on top, followed by Kerala, Tamil Nadu, and Bihar. 
9. In economic governance ranking, Karnataka leads, followed by Maharashtra, Telangana, Gujarat, and 

Tamil Nadu. 
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Topic 9 2019 – NEWSMAKERS (INTERNATIONAL) 
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Topic 10 POSHAN ABHIYAAN  
1. State governments and Union Territories utilized a mere 30% of funds released under Poshan 

Abhiyaan or National Nutrition Mission, since it was launched in 2017. 
2. Barring Mizoram, Lakshadweep, Himachal Pradesh and Bihar none of governments used even half of 

sum granted in past three years. 
3. What is POSHAN ABHIYAN? 

a. Centre’s flagship Programme, is aimed at improving nutritional outcomes among pregnant 
women, lactating mothers and children by reducing the level of stunting, underweight, anaemia 
and low birth weight by 2022.  

b. It is meant to benefit more than 10 crore people and was launched after a Cabinet decision on 
December 1, 2017, with a total budget of ₹9,046.17 crore for three years,  

i. 50% of which is through budgetary support, which is further divided into 60:40 between 
Centre and States, 90:10 for north-eastern region and Himalayan States and 100% for Union 
Territories without legislature. 

ii. remaining 50% is from World Bank or other multilateral development banks. 
4. Mizoram on top 

a. The five best performers were Mizoram (65.12%), Lakshadweep (61.08%), Bihar (55.17%), 
Himachal Pradesh (53.29%) and Meghalaya (48.37%).  

b. The worst five performers were Punjab (0.45%), Karnataka (0.74%), Kerala (8.75%), Jharkhand 
(13.94%) and Assam (23.01%). 

5. During 2019-20, funds were released for 19 States, though 12 of them had used less than a third of the 
funds released in the previous two years. 

6. Programme was conceptualized as one to be implemented in phases. It is, thus, expected that 
utilization will increase over years. A number of activities had a slow start but are now picking up. 
These include Integrated Child Development Services-Common Application Software meant to 
monitor anganwadis 

7. The CNNS, released by Ministry of Health and Welfare in October, showed that  
a. 35% of children under age of 5 are stunted and in this age group,  
b. 17% are wasted (low weight for height) and  
c. 33% underweight (low weight for age). 
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Topic 11 WILD ASS CENSUS  
1. WILD ASS HABITAT has now spread to parts of Ahmedabad and Morbi districts of Gujarat.  
2. WILD ASS CENSUS  

a. For first time wild ass census, which will be conducted in third week of January, will also be held 
at Nalsarovar and Viramgam in Ahmedabad district and in Morbi. 

b. Earlier, wild ass census used to be conducted in Little Rann of Kutch, Patan, Banaskantha and 
Surendranagar.  

c. census will also cover Greater Rann of Kutch, Grass Land of Banni and districts along Gujarat-
Rajasthan border. 

d. Wild ass is known as ‘Ghudkhar’ in Gujarati. 
e. Normally, the census is conducted in December but due to the extended monsoon and swampy 

conditions in the desert this year, the process was delayed by a month. 
f. Total census area will be divided into 20 zones and 100 sub-zones on which a systematic census 

will take place. This method of census is known as block counting.  
g. In the first census of the wild ass, which was conducted in 1940, there were more than 3,500 

wild ass in the state. However, in 1960 census, the first census after formation of Gujarat, 
revealed that the total count was only 362. The population in six decades is likely to cross 5,000. 
Since 2014, the population has increased from 3,863 to 4,451, an increase of 588, of which 413 
was in 2014. 

3. WILD ASS  
a. Total wild ass population in Gujarat stood at 4,451, according to last census in December 2014. 

In 2009, the number stood at 4,038.Forest department officials said that according to their 
estimate, wild ass population count might have touched 6,000 now. 

b. Officials said that habitat might have crossed 15,000 sq km mark. Earlier, censuses showed the 
beast’s presence in around 13,000 sq km area. 

c. Some of the herds have also been spotted in farms near Nalsarovar. 
d. The wild ass has been classified as ‘nearly threatened’ animal by the International Union for 

Conservation of Nature (IUCN). The animal, currently found only in Gujarat in India, was earlier 
classified as ‘endangered’. The IUCN report added that the population of the Asiatic wild 
species has re-established, and the population was increasing. 

 

Threats include increasing 
human activities in wild 
ass areas. 
1. Increased agricultural 

practices have 
converted fallow 
lands into irrigation 
fields, resulting in 
shrinking habitat for 
the existing 
population.  

2. Prosopis Juliflora 
invasion is an 
additional threat to 
the habitat. 

3. wild ass deaths in 
road accident have 
been reported  
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Topic 12 DELHI HERITAGE SITES 
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Topic 13 DELHI AIR POLLUTION 

 

1. India tops list of countries when it comes to premature deaths caused by modern sources of pollution 
— created by industrialization and rapid urbanization  

2. The report, ‘The Pollution and Health Metrics: Global, Regional and Country Analysis’, published by 
Global Alliance on Health and Pollution (GAHP), states that  

a. around 2.3 million people died prematurely in India in 2017 because of pollution. It is 
followed by China 

b. (1.9 million), Nigeria (0.3 million), Indonesia (0.2 million) and Pakistan (0.2 million).  
c. The US, the third most populous country, also makes it to the top-10: with 1,96,930 

premature deaths due to pollution, it comes in at No. 7. 
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d. pollution claims 3 times as many lives a year as HIV, TB and malaria combined and it’s 
responsible for 15 times number of deaths caused by war and other forms of violence. 

e. The links between pollution and death (and disability) are well-established and irrefutable. 
India tops the list because of its huge population 

f. pollution is globally largest cause of premature deaths, having killed 8.3 million people 
across world in 2017, making up 15% of all deaths. And the top 10 countries on the death 
list are responsible for two thirds of all deaths. 

g. If one plots countries on the death list proportionately to each country’s population, India 
comes in at 10th position (with 174 deaths per 1,00,000 people), preceded by smaller low- 
and middle-income countries like Chad and North Korea. 

3. What is GAHP?  
a. which was formed in 2012 by World Bank, European Commission, UN Environment, 

ministries of environment and health of more than 25 low- and middle-income countries, 
and non-profit Pure Earth and other agencies.  

b. GAHP is also a part of the Lancet Commission on Pollution and Health, which was formed in 
collaboration with The Lancet, among other organizations and individuals. 
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FACT 1  GENDER DISPARITY 
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FACT 2  ROAD ACCIDENTS 
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FACT 3  DETENTION CENTRES 
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FACT 4  NON-PERFORMING ASSETS 
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FACT 5  GOODS and SERVICE TAX 
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1. How would the recent phenomena of protectionism and currency manipulations in 

world trade effect macroeconomic stability of India? (15 marks) [150 words] 
 

a. Understanding Keywords 
• Protectionism  

• Currency manipulations 
• World Trade 

• Macroeconomic stability of India 
b. Way of writing 

• Establish interlinkages between concepts 
c. Approach 

• Explain in brief what is Macroeconomic Stability in India?  
• How Protectionism and Currency Manipulation effect it? 

 

Answer 
  

INTRODUCTION 
The four major objectives of macroeconomy are: 

a. Generating employment. 
b. Maintaining Price stability. 

c. Maintaining high but sustainable economic growth rate. 
d. Keeping the balance of payments in equilibrium. 

 
BODY 

Hence the effect of protectionism and currency manipulations in world trade on 
macroeconomic stability will be 

a. Employment 
• Due to slowdown in economic growth rate as India’s export 

competitiveness in global market is reduced, there will job shift from 

India. 
• Developed countries giving preference of employing locals in 

employment. 
b. Effect on Inflation 

• Import become expensive or shortage in its volume leads to price rise. 
c. Economic Growth rate 

• Slowdown in economy due to reduced exports. 
• Opportunities for India’s domestic industry to fill demand gap created 

to reduced imports. 
d. Balance of payments 

• Losing exports to other developing nations. 
• Import will become expensive. 

• Less earning due to exports will leads to rupee depreciation. 
 

CONCLUSION 

Hence protectionism and currency manipulations will bring mixed result in 
Indian economy. if we are able to keep our fundamental strong, we will be able 

to minimize its adverse impacts. 
 

 

MODEL ANSWERS 
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